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Technical Production Work Plan 

Week Activity Notes 

January 30th Design paper prototype/rough wireframe of 
digital UI for programming designs 

 

January 30th Sketch and build 3 rough forms for final 
sculpture/installation 

Use cardboard or other simple 
material. Very rough, focusing 
on interaction. Try to inform 
each form with different 
technical and aesthetic 
qualities (low visual, high 
functional, low content). 

January 30th Test prototype with multiple LED’s for 
usability, aesthetics, and communication of 
desired outcomes 
 
Start exploring different methods of 
including a real or simulated blockchain 
experience.  

Will need to create some 
non-tech prototypes as well to 
easily explore different ideas 
for collaboration and final form 
 
21.co machine-payable API 
using BitCoin, local currency 
pegged on Ethereum, 
simulated environment with 
local currency 

February 6th User Test UI and 3 Sculptural Forms Capture feedback on UI to 
understand level of 
customization vs. preset 
designs. Capture feedback on 
final forms to see what users 
feel resonate with my themes 
and goals. 

February 13th Run additional prototyping sessions after 
incorporating week 1 feedback. Narrow 
forms down to 2 (one style will be chosen 
after this point)  

Continue to capture feedback 
on UI and potentially make it 
more high-fidelity here 
(interactive invision or nicer 
sketch prototype. Use 
feedback tools that capture 
what the final form makes 
users feel, think, what 
provocations they think it 



opens and how those relate to 
my goals. 

February 13th Choose a final form style and start making 
it more realistic and interactive. Test with 
users. Continue making the UI more real. 

If UI wasn’t done interactively 
the week before, make it 
interactive now. 

February 20th Incorporate actual lights into the form, 
even if not working 100% correctly. These 
can still be faked and not connected to the 
interface, but need to test actual layouts 
for the lights to understand material needs 
(rows of lights vs. grids of lights etc.) 

 

February 27th Start creating the UI using Node.js and 
Web browser. Focus on interface usability, 
but map out how a paywall or “blockchain 
payment” connection could fit in. 

 

March 6th Start creating the final form of the 
statue/statues and focus on materials, 
usability, and technical challenges of the 
exhibition space that will be encountered. 

 

March 13th Test updated interactive prototype with 
actual technology incorporated.  

Seek feedback on usability 
issues but also on the success 
and “funness” of using the 
setup. Does it articulate the 
goals you want? Why or why 
not? How can this be fixed? 

March 20th Start trying to incorporate actual 
blockchain technology or another 
decentralized web format such as 
Interplanetary File System into the 
javascript to require users to “purchase” a 
crypto-token. 

 

March 27th User Test the crypto-token aspect, decide 
if it can be incorporated or if it must be 
“faked” to some degree (not really use a 
blockchain but simulate one as best as 
possible) 

If the blockchain does work, 
consider the constraints of 
exhibition day and understand 
what servers, connections, or 
special tech might be needed 
for it to continue working on 
D12. 

April 3rd Document final form and user testing 
session and create a presentation 

 



exploring its successes, failures and 
opportunities 

April 10 Create any necessary installation materials 
(podiums, handouts, accompanying 
material) 

 

 


